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PURPOSE OF REPORT 

This report seeks to provide the Partnership and Committee with an update of the projects 
and initiatives contained within the Motherwell Town Centre Action Plan. 

BACKGROUND 

The Motherwell Town Centre Action plan was originally approved by North Lanarkshire 
Council’s Economic Regeneration Committee in March 2005. It sets the context for a multi- 
agency and wide ranging approach to delivering the regeneration process in Motherwell 
Town Centre. This report is the latest in a series of updates provided at each cycle of the 
Area Partnership. 

STREETSCAPE DESIGN WORKS MERRY STREET 
The drainage works have now been completed throughout the project area and work has 
started on laying the new granite paving in the pedestrian precinct. By September the 
majority of the paving works in the precinct should be completed. Street furniture, new street 
lighting and public art will then be installed. 

In the trafficked section of Merry Street work has been delayed due to the need for 
unplanned services diversions and the associated twelve week statutory notice period 
required to be given by the utilities prior to undertaking these works. 

These delays are resulting in the works in this section of the street taking longer to complete 
than the 22 weeks initially anticipated. The overall contract period of 42 weeks however has 
not been extended and all works are still due to be completed by early December 2009 as 
initially programmed. 

A meeting was held in June with Merry Street traders in response to concerns raised about 
lack of information on the programme and timescale of works and disruption to their 
businesses. 

The contractor is doing what they can to minimise disruption and will take the opportunity to 
both speed up the works and reduce disturbance by working outwith normal working hours or 
increasing labour, as appropriate. They will continue to give traders prior notice of works in 
the immediate vicinity of their premises and a letter will be issued on a monthly basis to keep 
traders updated on progress and informed of any subsequent changes to the programme. 
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MOTHERWELL TOWN CENTRE ACTION PLAN REVIEW 

As previously reported the Motherwell Town Centre Action Plan is to be reviewed in line with 
the North Lanarkshire Local Plan Finalised Draft which promotes action to improve town 
centres through diversification, infrastructure improvements and good design. 

Work has started on bringing the Council’s community planning partners together at an early 
stage in the review process to discuss their activity and projects and build an understanding 
of how the action plan should be progressed. 

This was done through a workshop facilitated by lronside Farrar in June at which the items 
for discussion included: 

0 action plan objectives and the context for regeneration 
current initiatives and stakeholders interests 
issues and opportunities 
priorities and the way forward. 

A summary of the workshop is appended to this report. 

TOWN CENTRE REGENERATION FUND BID 

A bid was submitted in June 2009 to the Scottish Government’s Town Centre Regeneration 
Fund for the redevelopment of the vacant former ASDA store at 54-62 Brandon Parade as 
part of a wider submission covering all of North Lanarkshire’s seven town centres. 

It is proposed that the vacant store be reconfigured to provide units which meet the needs of 
modern retailers to help bring the space back into use. The proposal has been prepared in 
partnership with Cala Properties Ltd. 

A decision on the bid is expected by August with approved projects needing to be delivered 
this financial year. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is recommended that the Local Area Partnership note progress made on the projects and 
initiatives contained within the Motherwell Town Centre Action Plan. 

PATRICK J KELLY 
HEAD OF PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT 
Local Government Access to Information Act: for further information about this report, please contact 
Lorna Ogilvy on 01236 618083. (21 July 2009) 
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NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 
Motherwell Town Centre Action Plan Review 

WORKSHOP 
Tuesday23June2009 

Purpose of Workshop: 
To re-engage with key community partners as part of the Motherwell Town Centre Action Plan 
Review and to identify the key issues and strategic direction that the Stakeholder Group would wish 
to see advanced in updating and reviewing the Action Plan. 

Attendees: 
Attended by 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

Councillor Michael Ross (part) NLC 
Councillor Gordon Stewart NLC 
Tommy Hughes, Motherwell Community Forum 
Martin Joyce, Motherwell Community Forum 
Paul Lewis, Motherwell Community Forum 
Jim Millar, Motherwell Community Forum 
Felix Mulholland, Motherwell Community Forum 
Lorna Bowden, NLC Planning and Development; 
Stephen Brown, NLC Community Engagement 
Lorna Ogilvy NLC Planning and Development 
Dave Sutton, NLC Planning and Development 
Gillian Whitehead, NLC Motherwell Housing 
Carolyn Whitten, NLC Planning and Development 
Bill Crawford, Strathclyde Police Authority 
Annett Harvie, NHS Lanarkshire 
Rodney Mortimer, Strathclyde Passenger Transport 
Roger Telford, Cala Properties 
Joanne Wade, Strathclyde Fire Service 
Brian Yule, Motherwell Times; 

The Workshop was facilitated by Julian Farrar, lronside Farrar. 



1.0 INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT 
Introduction and Urban Planning Context 

The Workshop had been called to re-engage with partners and better understand the current 
status of projects and partner activity to build an understanding of how the Action Plan should 
be progressed. The key Agenda items for discussion included: 

0 Review of Action Plan objectives and context for regeneration 
0 Status update on current initiatives I stakeholder interests 
0 Reviewing Action Plan strengths/weaknesses/opportunities/threats (SWOT) 

Reviewing priorities and the way forward 

lronside Farrar had reviewed the documentation and past and present reports and actions 
plans and shared with the meeting some thoughts drawing on wide experience in urban 
regeneration and town centre studies across Scotland over 20 years. Observations included: 

0 Successful regeneration requires partnership working and clarity of goals and 
purpose; 

0 Clear responsibilities and action are important to maintain momentum 
0 Strategies need to develop from a vision but be responsive to current conditions 

Failures typically are the result of ad-hoc working; disparate interests; fragmented 
initiatives; over ambitious goals and lack of collaboration 

lronside Farrar noted all previous studies but suggested these neither offered a simple vision 
or clarity of delivery and involved very significant investment which in current and foreseeable 
market condition was not realisable. Advice to the group was to give more focus to 
deliverables. 

An initial review of earlier studies and actions suggests: 

0 

0 

Need for a simple vision 
Projects (eg. Scott Street /Motherwell Interchange/ Town Centre) set a useful context 
but have no clear delivery mechanism, involve very significant partnership based 
investment; offer no clear routes for funding; and in terms of any realistic public and 
private sector investment need re-appraisal. 

0 Shorter term projects that can build towards longer term goals need identification 

The Action Plan needs to be clear around its purpose and the objectives should: 

0 Set a clear vision and consensus for regeneration 
0 Address wider economic regeneration objectives 
0 Provide a local policy framework for regeneration 
0 Identify a programme of projects (shorVmedium/long term) but focus on shorVmedium 
0 Improve partnership working, communications and engagement 
0 Set actions and priorities for 2010/11, 201 1/12; 2012/13 

The attendees where then invited to summarise their interests, aspirations and status of their 
current initiatives and share these across the group. 



2.0 REVIEWING STAKEHOLDER INTERESTS 
Update on all current activity and interests 

North Lanarkshire Council 
Summarised at the Workshop by Lorna Ogilvy 

The Council recognise the need to work with its partners and engage with the community and 
other stakeholders over the future regeneration of North Lanarkshire’s town centres. To this 
effect the Motherwell Town Centre action plan was being reviewed to: 

0 

0 

broaden its scope to better meet economic regeneration objectives; 
provide a local policy framework for town centre regeneration, management and 
promotion. 
identify a revised programme of short, medium and long term projects and initiatives to 
be delivered by NLC and its partners / other stakeholders 
improve partnership working and community engagement. 

What the Council sees as issues and opportunities 
0 

0 

improving the existing town centre through diversification (entertainment / leisure / 
housing) and better quality retail offer rather than through expansion. 
improved access - the need for a transport and parking strategy. Further work needed 
to determine the feasibility of projects identified in past studies / reports including 
removing a section of the ring road at Menteith Road. 
improvements through town centre management and promotion. 0 

NLC stressed the importance of creating a clear understanding of what was deliverable and 
defining clear project goals. There exists a clear need to understand: 

Supporting town centre functions, addressing retail issues/empty shops and ensuring 
Motherwell can compete as a retail and district centre 
Car parking / management of car parks to support the town centre. Current conflict 
between commuter parking and short stay / shopper parking 
Understanding transport issues and viability of previous suggested major infrastructure 
change to roads and circulation. 

0 

0 

Motherwell Community Forum 
Summarised at the Workshop by the representatives from the Forum 

MCF are seeking a clear, long term and ambitious vision (Daniel Burnham quote - Make no 
small plans) and have issues with incremental proposals, lack of clear strategy. MCF 
appreciated there were studies and reports but suggested there remained a lack of clear 
vision setting out a bold long term vision of what Motherwell Town Centre could be, aiming 
high and ensuring Motherwell was at the very forefront of urban regeneration and design. 
MCF summarised their mission statement for the future regeneration of the town and the 
involvement of the wider community. (Felix Mulholland) stressing the need for ambition whilst 
recognising the need for short term goals that would help to build the vision. 

Concern at impact of things like ‘Carbuncle Award’ and the need to appreciate a need for 
radical intervention and change. Concern expressed at what appears to be ad-hoc measures 
(public realm); lack of consultation; impact of outline proposal for Motherwell train station (Jim 
Millar), etc 

MCF were however also concerned to ensure that a positive approach is adopted as there is 
much to be celebrated in Motherwell (Strathclyde Park, Duchess Park, appealing 81 attractive 
town approaches) and MCF recognise some improvement can be made through short and 
medium term and smaller scale actions (Tommy Hughes) 



MCF welcome the review and establishing a new opportunity to work with partners and 
extend engagement into the wider community 

Cala Properties 
Summarised at the Workshop by Roger Telford 

Cala relatively recently have taken over the management of the Brandon Parade and are 
working hard to secure the success of the centre and attract new retailers. Cala recognise the 
opportunity in Motherwell Town Centre which suffers from high retail leakage (eg. relatively 
low level of expenditure retained in Motherwell at 18p in every f 1) Cala would like to see this 
substantially increased and believe such opportunity exists. A priority is to get the former 
Scotmid and Asda units occupied and continue to build the appeal and fooffall within the 
centre. Scotmid unit let to Wilkinsons (20,OOOsq ft) who are due to open this summer and this 
represents a real plus for the town with a new retailer very suited to the customer base. 
Increased footfall that will support other retailers / retailing is expected as a result. 

The early, perhaps more extensive plans for Brandon Parade have been deferred at the 
present time relating to the current market conditions but Cala remain committed (see 
Wilkinson above) to building the quality of the centre and attracting new retailers. In terms of 
current initiatives: 

0 Cala and NLC have made a joint bid to Government's Town Centre Regeneration 
Fund for improvements to the former Asda unit. Without support investment would not 
be viable. Decision will be announced on 31" July 2009. 
Cala propose to introduce time limits to the Brandon Parade car parks (4 hours) to 
ensure spaces for shoppers rather than commuters and long stay workers. Currently 
Menteith Road is 100% full from early in the day. High level of park and ride and long 
stay use. 

Cala open to wider ideas and keen to improve the experience and activity in the centre 
perhaps through things like street art; community activity - eg. a local heroes theme, to create 
a sense of place and local distinctiveness. 

Need for Motherwell Town Centre to recognise its role and to compete effectively building on 
its particular qualities (local accessibility / convenience / mix of retail / etc) and recognise that 
it offers a different type of centre to others including future Ravenscraig with a stronger local 
retailing. Cala stressed the importance of knowing Motherwell's market and developing 
realistic strategies for developing the retail mix. 

Discussed issues of access and making the centre more customer responsive. Potential for 
early or late opening? Cala would enable extended opening if requested by the traders. RT 
advised that evening opening had been raised with traders previously but there was little 
support for it - some reluctant due to the increased service charges associated with evening 
opening. 

SPT 
Summarised at the Workshop by Rodney Mortimer 

SPT are keen to see improvements to long standing issues of access and multi-modal 
facilities at Motherwell Station and the development of a full interchange facility. A Study 
prepared in 2004105 looked at issues and considered a range of options costed at between 
f25 to f41 million including major investment in road access. This was an option appraisal to 
assess costs and review benefits. Responsibility however for the rail franchise was 
transferred from SPT to Transport Scotland(TS) and strategic budgets and funding is now set 
by TS. It is not a project in Transport Scotland's Strategic Transport Projects Review, 201 2 to 
2022 and there are no identified /potential sources for funding on this scale. 



SPT only have limited funds and receive their capital funding from the Scottish Government. 
The allocation for 2009110 is f25million and covers 12 local authority areas plus subsidy to 
bus services and bus stations. No funding currently committed for the interchange / ring road 
proposals. 

Access issues and bus public transport was raised as an important issue for the Town Centre. 
SPT clarified that the bus operators determine routes. SPT subsidise a limited number of 
services not served by the commercial market. SPT and NLC can check the quality of the 
services and review service level provision with bus wardens. 

Other Stakeholder /Partners 

Strathclyde Police 
Motherwell has a Town Centre policing plan. Town Centre policing uses a community 
responsive approach with community policing teams. Motherwell has similar issues to other 
district and local centres but not markedly different. Main issues relate to Licensed Premises. 
Recently noticed a need for less resources in the town centre which it is assumed links to 
credit crunch and perhaps less people out at the weekends / less disposable income. 

NLC Housing 
Important to recognise the town centre has in addition to retail and service functions an 
important resident population. Town Centre activity raises issues with residents around 
parking / policing/ access etc and need to recognise the importance of local communities who 
live in the area. Brandon Court has an active Residents Group. 

Other Issues 
Parking is an important issue that requires a coordinated approach and a clear strategy. 
Town Centre parking provides for commuter / long stay / residents/local workers /and 
shoppers all with differing patterns of use and needs many of which are not directly linked to 
town centre activity. People who work locally and use long stay parking may however use 
services and shops at lunchtimes but it is important to get the right balance of parking and 
duration of parking if the centre and local needs are to be met. NLC is currently looking at 
undertaking a parking strategy 

Parking at Motherwell Station forecourt is an issue with limited space and potential for 
conflicts is not managed in terms of buses / taxis / dropdown-pick areas. Issues with the lack 
of taxi rank on Muir Street and the need to address signage and accessibility to direct 
pedestrians in town centre. 

Wider issue of signage and promotion of Motherwell’s wider assets also an issue to help 
promote attractions and links between the centre and for example: Strathclyde Park, Dalziel 
Estate, RSPB Reserve, Duchess Park, etc. Building and improving the distinctiveness of 
place qualities, expressing a sense of welcome and its particular appeal in terms of servicing 
local needs, good local shopping, ease of use, etc. 



3.0 LOOKING FORWARD 
Addressing the Next Steps 

The Workshop discussed a range of issues and shared a collective view of the need to re- 
view the Action Plan and work collaboratively to establish a clearer sense of purpose and 
establish priorities going forward. 

Critical to this end was consultation and engagement and maintaining the dialogue through 
the Working Group (and Sub-Groups as necessary) to draw together priorities / actions to 
inform a wider consultation process with local communities and other stakeholders. 

The Group had some thoughts / discussed two potential options. 

a) Developing a major Masterplan Strategy for the Town Centre 
to establish a stronger framework for the Town Centre and related areas (eg. Scott 
Street / Strathclyde Park ) setting a comprehensive long term vision and strategy. 

Benefits: 
Comprehensive plan / capture ‘big’ aspirations / help to define a vision / communicate 
architectural vision 
Disbenefits: 
Some of this work already complete/ Tend to be aspirational rather than deliverable / 
Questionable value & applicability / Extended duration / Doubts about value given potential 
capacity for radical change / Need to better understand local stakeholder & community needs / 

b) Developing an Action Plan Framework for the Town Centre 
This would be initiated through the current group using Workshops / Consultation to 
develop the vision and strategy for change building a framework of projects for the 
Town Centre. The focus would be on identifying deliverable change within a strong 
aspirational framework. 

Benefits: 
Develops a clear stakeholder vision / can create a deliverable strategy / secures early 
agreement on realistic deliverables / allows group to focus on core issues / can be connected 
back to (a) if required / maintains momentum /allows for early wider consultation / strengthens 
local engagement & ownership 
Disbenefits: 
Easy to become limited / may lack vision / high aspirations may be lost 

Discussion included points raised about professional inputs and the scale of these at this time 
particularly as it might relate to masterplanning - see (a) & (b) above. It was considered that 
ownership within the Working Group was also important and the meeting agreed that it would 
be better to work though a process of supported workshops with the key stakeholders before 
making any decision as to the need for or committing to more masterplan studies. 

The Action Plan Workshop approach was considered, as the most appropriate way forward 
recognising that a series of workshop and/or working sessions would be needed to flesh out 
requirements, explore the various interests, needs and opportunities and build a consensus 
around an outline vision and list of priority actions. This approach could be reviewed following 
initial workshops. All agreed on the need to maintain a positive and constructive dialogue. 



A number of issues arising within this workshop were seen as appropriate for future 
discussion as potential topics and/or working sessions. Reviewing the Action Plan could 
include: 

VisionlChange Setting 
Developing a broader consensus around the vision and what Motherwell Town Centre 
should be aspiring towards in perhaps 5 / 10 and 20 years for the Action Plan. 

It was suggested that this should be addressed within a vision / change setting 
workshop(s) that identified tangible ideas about Motherwell’s role; appeal; function; 
and what things had to change to deliver the vision. Need to bring these back to 
tangible change and ideas or benchmarking with other centres. 

Project Strategy 
Developing a clear strategy for the Action Plan based on the objectives as set out and 
creating a viable understanding of projects and deliverables with realistic capacity for 
delivery. Perhaps a workshop on physical change(s) (core functions /development/ 
connections/ transport/etc) and a workshop addressing softer elements (promotion 
/marketing/ events/ community participation/ etc) 

0 

It was noted that planning/ regeneration thinking involved many elements relating to 
transportation and accessibility (roads/ public transport/ parking/ pedestrian 
movements/ Motherwell Station/ public realm) forming a key issue across a range of 
projects and needs to be better understood. A wide range of projects are linked to 
aspects of transpottkonnectivity and this should be an early area for consideration. 

Engagement with Local Communities & Stakeholders 
0 Importance of advancing the Action Plan Review but importance of extending 

consultation into local communities once a better understanding had been arrived at of 
the Working Groups recommended actions and priorities 

The need to ensure that the Working Group advances a positive dialogue and the Action Plan 
momentum were maintained was appreciated by all. A workshop arrangement appeared to 
offer a suitable mechanism to draw things together and reach a position for wider 
consu It at ion. 


